SELECTED MEDIA OUTLETS FOCUSING ON ART AND CULTURE
FROM RIEGLER MEDIA | MARKETING

The following is a list of media outlets that either focus on art and culture or dedicate sections to art and culture coverage. The list is not comprehensive but is intended to help you get started in developing your own press list. Determine which outlets are relevant to you and your work, then begin researching each outlet's focus, audience, aesthetic, and appropriate contacts.

Dailies

- **The New York Times**
  This daily paper remains both the largest local metropolitan newspaper in the United States as well as the third largest overall, behind *The Wall Street Journal* and *USA Today*
- **The Wall Street Journal**
  The *Journal* is the largest newspaper in the United States by circulation
- **Daily News**
  Covers New York news, traffic, sports, politics, entertainment, gossip, and local events in NYC
- **New York Post**
  Presents New York's breaking news, headline news, and current news
- **Newsday**
  Covers breaking news, opinions, and blogs in business, sports, entertainment, travel, and lifestyle for Long Island and New York
- **Metro**
  Free daily newspaper written and designed for young and ambitious professionals
- **am New York**
  Free daily NYC morning newspaper
Weeklies

- **Time Out NY**
  Offers a weekly NYC calendar of events including restaurants, bars, New York City nightlife, theater, dance, film, music, and clubs
- **The New Yorker**
  New York's premier weekly magazine featuring in-depth reporting on politics and culture, fiction and poetry, book and film reviews, humor and cartoons, etc.
- **New York Magazine**
  Offers weekly coverage of New York's restaurants, nightlife, shopping, fashion, politics, and culture
- **The Village Voice**
  Weekly source of information for news, music, movies, restaurants, reviews, and events in New York
- **New York Press (City Arts)**
  New York's alternative weekly newspaper featuring interviews, opinion, arts, listings, entertainment, mail, restaurants, music, bands, books, and film
- **The Brooklyn Rail**
  Is a weekly newspaper offering a critical perspective on arts, culture, and politics
- **The L-magazine**
  Local weekly magazine covering culture

Art Magazines

- **The Art Newspaper**
  Publishes news affecting the visual arts and culture worldwide on a monthly basis. Part of a network with correspondents in more than 30 countries
- **ArtNews**
  Published eleven times a year, ARTnews reports on the art, personalities, issues, trends, and events shaping the international art world
- **Art In America**
  Published monthly, creating a picture of the ever-changing art scene both in the US and abroad
- **Art Papers**
  Published monthly. Selected articles from magazines focus on contemporary art as a socially engaged discourse
- **Art Times**
  Literary journal, published monthly, covering the fine and performing arts
- **Artforum**
  Published monthly, offering news and critiques of exhibitions in the visual arts, as well as critics' picks, interviews, archives, and events calendar.
- **Bomb**
  Published monthly, featuring interviews between artists, writers, musicians, directors, and actors
• **Frieze**
  Covers European contemporary art and culture on a monthly basis. Includes essays, reviews, columns and Art Fair that features over 150 contemporary art galleries in the world

**Architecture & Design**

• **Azure**
  Monthly magazine that profiles international designers and architects, reports on major trade fairs in North America and Europe, and presents innovative projects, materials, products, and ideas
• **Dwell**
  Monthly magazine that delivers coverage of modern residential architecture and design
• **Frame Magazine**
  International, monthly, interior architecture and design magazine focusing on retail, exhibition, leisure, and workplace design
• **Icon**
  Monthly magazine published in the UK, focusing on interior design and furnishing
• **Metropolis Magazine**
  Monthly magazine that examines contemporary life through design--architecture, interior design, product design, graphic design, crafts, planning, and preservation

**Photography**

• **Aperture**
  Monthly fine art photography magazine featuring the work of the world's most important photographers plus articles by art scholars, critics, and writers
• **Camera Obscura**
  Online photography magazine with news, articles, and tutorials
• **Zone Zero**
  Online photography magazine with articles, portfolios, and a forum
• **Blind Spot**
  Magazine that focuses on photography, published three times a year
• **Nueva Luz**
  A non-profit photographic journal devoted to contemporary and culturally diverse photographers. Published three times a year

**Dance**

• **Ballet Dance**
  Monthly magazine dedicated to all types of performance dance. Includes reviews, features, interviews, and more
• **Dance Current**
  Canadian monthly dance magazine. Contains artists’ profiles, interviews, articles on the creative process, health topics, critical commentary from people in the profession, and more

• **Dance Magazine**
  Provides articles, features and columns on the global dance scene. Features dance stars, career advice, health tips, education, dance products and styles on a monthly basis

• **Pointe**
  Monthly magazine devoted exclusively to the ballet dancer. Informs on all of the major dance companies, new products and music, health and nutrition tips, and more

**Theater**

• **American Theatre**
  Monthly magazine edited for the American professional theater. Features production schedules, playwrights, funding, management, people, and articles by theatre critics

• **Back Stage**
  Weekly magazine offering actor's union news, casting calls upcoming movie auditions, and theatre reviews

• **Performing Arts Journal**
  An influential voice in the arts for twenty-six years. Published 6 times a year

**Book Reviews**

• **The Atlantic Monthly - Books & Critics**
  Quality literary section with book reviews, features, and author interviews. This monthly magazine also showcases new fiction by well-known writers

• **Black Book Review**
  Features some of the best African-American writing, reviews, and interviews

• **Bookwire**
  Portal providing articles on the latest book industry news, access to literary journals and reviews, and an expansive directory of book sites around the world

• **Boston Review**
  Political and literary magazine featuring the best in cultural debate, fiction, and poetry

• **New York Review of Books**
  Premier literary magazine publishing essays and reviews of books and the arts. Features archive going back to 1963

**Newspapers - Book Reviews**

• **The Boston Globe: Books**
Chicago Tribune Book Reviews
Christian Science Monitor: Books
Los Angeles Times Book Review
The New York Times: Books Review
Newsday: Book Reviews
San Francisco Chronicle: Books
Seattle Post-Intelligencer: Books
The Village Voice Literary Supplement (VLS)
washingtonpost.com: Book World

Music Magazines (General)

- Billboard
  Published weekly, Billboard is the premier trade publication for the music business
- Rolling Stone
  Published every two weeks, a popular magazine containing music and entertainment news, videos, photos, downloads, music and movie reviews, cover stories, and online exclusives
- Spin
  Published monthly, Spin focuses on the progressive new music scene and the youth culture. It gives the edge on film, art, and music, including ska, pop, R&B, rock, hip hop, and rap
- The Wire
  Monthly UK magazine covering avant rock, breakbeat, jazz, modern classical, electronica, and other sounds from the outer limits

Opera

- Opera News
  American opera magazine featuring highlights of current issue and opera news. Published monthly
- Opera Today
  Online magazine devoted to all things relating to opera and vocal performance. Provides news, commentary, information, and other resources

Classical

- BBC Music Magazine
  World's best-selling monthly classical music magazine featuring articles, CD reviews, news, competitions, and concerts
- Gramophone
  Popular monthly classical music magazine with monthly reviews, Gramophone awards, editor's choice, and more
- Chamber Music Magazine
  Published by Chamber Music America
Jazz

- **All About Jazz**
  Weekly magazine serving both the jazz newbie as well as the jazz aficionado. Provides reviews of jazz from around the world, interviews with international musicians, and includes the jazz humor section
- **Down Beat**
  Popular monthly classic jazz magazine offering news, artist biographies, music reviews, and more
- **Jazz Times**
  Monthly magazine for serious jazz fans and musicians offering jazz news, CD and concert reviews, in-depth features, photography, artist profiles, and interviews
- **Jazziz**
  Monthly magazine that provides life-style oriented jazz coverage with editorials, CD reviews, photography, and art and design

Blogs and Online Media:

- **Culturebot**
  NYC-based website covering performing arts and culture locally, nationally and around the globe
- **Salon Books**
  Online arts and culture magazine, providing book reviews, interviews, and editorial picks from online news magazine. The site also has plenty of recommendations and audio clips of well-known authors reading their own work
- **artnet.com**
  Insider guide to the art market with daily news, reviews & features, and the Price Database – an archive of fine art auction results worldwide
- **absolutearts.com**
  Daily online international art news and arts information about museums, galleries, and artists
- **Infinite Body**
  A blog on arts and culture with a special focus on dance, written by Eva Yaa Asantewaa
- **Dance Enthusiast**
  On-line magazine that creates content for dancers, with dancers, and about dancers
- **Broadway.com**
  Comprehensive online source for Broadway, Off-Broadway, and London theater information. Provides news, features, reviews, photos, and more
- **CurtainUp.com**
  Online theater magazine of reviews, news, annotated listings, and features
- **New York Theatre.com**
Online guide to the New York City theater scene. Features theater info, listings, and reviews

- **Off-Off-Off.com**
  Online guide to alternative New York arts and entertainment - independent film, off-off-Broadway theater, music, dance, art

- **NewMusicBox**
  Published daily by American Music Center. Web magazine about contemporary American music

- **Jazz.com**
  Online magazine featuring reviews, interviews, historical overviews, Visual Jazz galleries, and Encyclopedia of Jazz Musicians, a reference work focused on currently active musicians

- **Jazzhouse.org**
  Articles, photos, forums, news, and links from the Jazz Journalists Association